
Flowers Cartridges

Pink Cookies (Hybrid)
Also known as Wedding Cake, this phenotype 
has a great nose of sweet earthiness with a 
bit of spice and pepper.  These dense and 
frosty nugs will send you off into a relaxed, 
uplifted, and mellow place.  Great for listening 
to music, going to sleep, and relieving pain.  

Tahoe OG (Indica)
The citrus and herbal aromas of Tahoe OG 
dance around your nose leaving behind a 
hint of spice.  Great for nighttime use, this 
strain will leave you feeling like you’re 
melting with its overwhelming body high 
leaving you with nothing but a hearty 
appetite and euphoria.

Icicles  (Hybrid)
With its frosty exterior, you’ll swear these 
nugs could melt away. Its sweet and earthy 
scent will draw you in, but it’s the energetic 
and motivating high that will keep you 
coming back for more. The perfect strain for 
knocking out those household chores or 
working on a creative project!

Skywalker OG  (Indica)
If you’re hoping for an intergalactic 
adventure, Skywalker OG will be your 
co-pilot.  It will make you one with the force 
and with your couch.  Lazy and hungry you 
will become. Ideal for chronic pain and 
extreme stress. 

Continued on next page...

Big MAC 11 (Hybrid)
This cross between the extremely rare Biggie 
Small OG and MAC 11 smacks you right in the 
nose with its incredibly diesel smell.  But, it 
doesn’t stop there: this will tickle your nose 
with the smell of fresh pine and lemon. This 
strain will leave you feeling mellow and a bit 
zoned-out.  

Premier Edibles

Atomic Derps — 100mg
From the people that brought you Killa 
Cakes, we have a brownie of epic 
proportions.  Cookie layer topped with 
Oreos, brownies and chocolate ganache. 

Continued on next page...
Edibles

Classic Derp — 65mg
Dark chocolate-chunk cookie sprinkled with 
flaked sea salt.

Gummy Derps — 65mg ( 5mg per Gummy)
Cannabis-Infused homemade 
strawberry-apple gummy bears

Mini Derp — 20mg
Dark chocolate-chunk cookie sprinkled with 
flaked sea salt.

Jammin’ Derp Bar — 65mg
Browned butter oat bars with raspberry 
preserves, sprinkled with toasted crumbles. 
Irresistable!
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Papaya Dream (Hybrid)
Rare sativa-dominant hybrid created by 
crossing the famous Blue Dream and 
Papaya.  This vibrant green nugs with bright 
orange pistils (“hairs”) smell of earth, pine, 
and herbs.  This strain has a strong cerebral 
high taking you to a creative, happy place.  
Finally, it leaves you with an awesome body 
high. 

Tangie (Sativa)
Tangie gives users the uplifting effects they 
are looking for. Cerebral characteristics 
include euphoria, creativity, focus, and 
happiness.  It has a refreshing sweet aroma 
like tangerines mixed with a bit of 
skunkiness.  Keep water near you cause this 
one is dry mouth central.

White Widow (Sativa-Dominant Hybrid)
An excellent choice for chatty social use, this 
one will hit you quickly with its cerebral 
effects. A puff or two will release a burst of 
euphoria and energy, stimulating bother 
conversation and creativity. One of the most 
popular strains out there, White Widow has 
been carried in every Dutch coffeeshop 
since the 90’s!
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